Manorial System Replaces Colleges

By DENT and CONEY

This is to inform the student body that the administration has done it again. The entire college system is to be revamped. In their last official act before leaving for South America, the administration revealed that the conception of this new change in the college system had nothing whatsoever to do with the recent constitutional furor. They showed great foresight in diverting the student interest into harmless constitutional controversy to keep them from meddling in important affairs.

Idea From Jones

The actual inception of the idea came from Jones College who felt that whereas Rondelet sounded medieval, the campus should have a more medieval aspect to prevent this function from appearing superficial. The Administration saw the possibility of eliminating all student problems...possibly all students by instituting the manorial system so they did.

Vassals Get Mud

Everyone who is a boy will be classed as a villein except the members of the Cabinet who will become vassals in an aristocratic dictatorship. Each vassal will be given a fief of two and one-fourth square feet of mud, the cultivation of the weeds and Augustinian grass wherein he will be responsible for. It is assumed that each vassal will divide his fief among several villeins who will tend the grass.

Annual Pig Stabbing

Despite the fact that communication between the manors will be restricted to the use of carrier pigeons (only those carrier pigeons with college flying stickers will be allowed to use the air), once a year there will be an Inter-Manorial Pig Stabbing in which the villein will wear the colors of his vassal's pig and try to stab as many other villeins wearing other pig colors (this will take the place of Cut-Your-Buddy Week). The winning villeins will be allowed to attend Isis Cult service at the same time as the nuns from the Nunnery that will take the place of Jones College (the speaker will be Blither J. Bacchus, special authority on baptism by blood in the capitalistic system).